In order to investigate the quantitative feature of calculated microstructure which has undergone averaging processes, the change of microstructural image is evaluated by a single parameter which was derived based on the variational principle for the image restoration process. It is shown that the employed parameter well describes the sharpness of the calculated microstructure, and by tracing the evolution of the parameter with the averaging size, one can determine the threshold of averaging scale, which may be utilized to evaluate the validity of microstructural image obtained by calculations.
Introduction
With the progress of theoretical tools and powerful computational facilities, multiscale calculations have been attempted in various phase transformation studies. It is, however, a formidable task to synthesize the microstructure directly from atomistic calculations, and one needs some averaging process to move up the ladder of the length scales. When an averaging procedure smears out the essential information in a particular scale, however, a multiscale calculation does not provide us with satisfactory result. This is particularly so when the microstructure is visualized. This problem shares the common features with imaging procedure in a microscope of which quality is controlled by resolution capability of the system. When we observe microstructure by using a microscope, microstructural fluctuation higher than cut-off frequency which imposes the resolution limit is ignored. With a higher cut-off frequency or higher resolution, one can faithfully reproduce the original image, conversely the image is blurred with a lower cut-off frequency. As a preliminary study of multiscale calculations, the main purpose of the present study is to identify a suitable parameter to evaluate calculated micrograph which has undergone average processes.
Although there may be various parameters to characterize the image of an object in the micrograph, it is desirable to introduce a minimum necessary parameter for the simpleness of the analysis. Tanaka and Morita proposed an image restoration procedure in the mold of variational principle. 1, 2) The procedure was posed at a single space scale and it is interesting to apply the procedure to the calculated micrograph and look into the parameter(s) which controls the quality of the micrograph.
Among various microstructure calculations, Phase Field Method (PFM) has been widely adopted. In the present study, we also employed PFM to create a reference micrograph. Then, the calculated results are averaged over meshes in several ways to produce various approximated micrograph. The faithfulness of the reproducibility is examined by comparing with the reference micrograph based on the parameter(s) proposed by Tanaka and Morita 1, 2) which will be introduced in the next section. It is to be noted that the current discussion is not in the context of Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) 3) which have been used for high resolution calculation. In the AMR, sizes of spatial meshes are adjusted by dividing a coarse mesh into fine meshes or synthesizing a coarse mesh from fine meshes. The criterion in AMR is a discretization error, which is not based on the variational principle. The organization of the present report is as follows. In the next section, theoretical aspect of the PFM is briefly described. Then, for the sake of convenience, essential points of TanakaMorita's variational principles in image restoration procedure are summarized. The results and discussion are provided in the third section.
Theoretical Procedures

Microstructure by phase field method
In this paper, microstructural evolution process associated with an orderdisorder transformation is focused. In order to simplify the procedure of preparing the sample patterns (reference micrograph) which is not of primary importance for the present study, a simplest possible free energy is employed in the PFM calculations. The free energy employed in the present study is given by, 4) Then, the free energy of the entire system is given as an integral of the sum of the homogeneous free energy density and gradient energy terms, equivalently, interfacial energy, written as
where V is the volume for the entire system, and ¬ c and ¬ © are gradient energy coefficients for concentration, c, and a Long Range Order parameter, ©, respectively. The time evolution process is calculated based on the conventional CahnHilliard or Time Dependent Ginzburg Landau equations, 5, 6) 
respectively, where r, t are spatial and time coordinates, M the mobility, L the relaxation constant, and F chem is a chemical free energy which is given by eq. (2). The variational terms in eqs. (3) and (4) are rewritten as differential forms through EulerLagrange equation in the following way,
and
are employed to normalize each parameter (constant). Hence, the microstructure in this study is simulated by the contour of LRO. In fact, «©« 2 is closely related to the dark field image of Anti Phase Boundary observed by TEM for an ordering alloy. The time evolution of the microstructure is calculated by eqs. (5) and (6) with finite difference method, thus the microstructure is treated in discrete data points. It is noted that with the free energy function employed in this work, one can calculate a phase separation process by starting from another initial condition. In order to simplify a discussion, however, only the growth process of the ordered domain within the disordered matrix is analyzed in the present paper.
Averaging and parameters for microstructural
reproducibility Among various averaging procedures, running average (moving average) procedure is adopted for the present study. In the running average procedure, the information of the system is averaged in each localized regions. When Long Range Order parameter at a mesh point (i, j) in the two dimensional system, for instance, are represented by f (i, j), g(i, j), before and after the averaging procedures, respectively, then the running average is expressed as gði; jÞ ¼
where [l/2] is a maximum integer less than l/2 with l an odd number. It is noted that a mesh point in the following discussions indicates a discretized point of the microstructure and it should not be confused with a crystalline lattice point. For a coarse grained system, a mesh point in the present study is agglomerates of crystalline lattice points and the invariance of partition function between mesh and lattice point is invoked. But, this is beyond the scope of the present study and internal structure of a mesh point in the microstructure is not explicitly considered. It is easily understood that the quality of the image after the averaging procedure depends on l. In fact, the larger (smaller) the l is, more (less) information are averaged out. Hereafter, l is called as the size of averaged domain. For evaluating the reproducibility of the microstructure, the following parameter is defined:
where L 2 is the number of nearest neighbor pairs of mesh points, s ij is the gradient of LRO at a nearest neighbor pair of mesh points i, j, respectively. The superscript distinguishes before (0) and after (1) the averaging procedures. This is essentially the variational parameter implying the spatial correlation of pair distribution derived by the procedure of Tanaka and Morita 1, 2) to examine the faithfulness of the restored image. In their works, restoring procedure of the damaged image was considered within Bayesian statistics applied to the Ising model. The mathematical analogy of the conditional probability with Gibbs distribution function leads to the concept of the free energy, and restored image is obtained by minimizing the following free energy functional which is described based on the pair approximation of the CVM,
where µ i (· i ) is a point probability at a mesh point i, µ ij (· i , · j ) is a pair probability at a pair of mesh points i, j, and · i (· j ) takes either 1 or ¹1 depending upon whether the mesh point is occupied or non-occupied by a particle. It is noted that the distribution of · i is an atomic configuration in the Ising system while it corresponds to a binary image data in the image restoration problem.
Hence, R 2 in eq. (13) is the variation of the spatial gradient of LRO before and after the averaging procedure. If spatial distribution of LRO is averaged, the sharpness of the image is lost, which is reflected in the increase of R 2 , since js 1 ij j monotonically decreases with averaging. As the result, a feature of a microstructure such as volume fraction is misidentified. The lager the difference before and after the averaging procedure is, the larger value of R 2 results. In section 3, microstructure change by averaging will be evaluated quantitatively for a given size of averaged domain l (l ¼ 1; 3; 5; Á Á Á ; 21) using R 2 .
Results and Discussion
Microstructure evolution of order/disorder transformation is calculated by employing PFM eqs. (5) and (6) . Nuclei of ordered domains are generated by random numbers. An example of calculated microstructure was demonstrated in Fig. 2(a) and this is adopted as a reference micrograph.
The change of the resulting microstructures caused by the averaging procedure is examined at each time step in the course of the evolution process. Figures 2(a)2(c) show contour maps of microstructure at tA = 0.8 before and after averaging for (a) l = 1 (original microstructure) (b) l = 3 and (c) l = 7, respectively. Note that the degree of LRO is indicated by the gray level beside the micrographs. Dark domain suggests an ordered phase, and light colored domain a disordered phase. Comparing Fig. 2(a) with Fig. 2(b) , it is found that relatively small ordered domains collapsed after averaging. Furthermore, almost all ordered domains coalesced in the case of l = 7 shown in Fig. 2(c). Figures 2(d) 2(f ) show similar contour maps at tA = 8.0 for (d) l = 1 (e) l = 7 and (f ) l = 11, respectively. In Fig. 2(e) , major changes are not found as compared with the original image (l = 1) other than the blurring of the phase boundaries. In Fig. 2(f ) , it is observed that the steep gradient of LRO existing in the original structure (l = 1) between each ordered domain is lost. From these, it is confirmed that the deterioration of microstructure through blurring of ordered domains due to the loss of the gradient of LRO occurs when the averaging is performed. Figure 3 shows the calculated R 2 as a function of the size of averaged domain l at tA = 0.8. Solid lines indicate R 2 (square) while the dashed line (square) represents its second order derivatives which is obtained as the second order difference u(l ¹ 1) ¹ 2u(l) + u(l + 1), where u(l) is the value of R 2 at l. Note that zero level in the right hand axis of the figure indicates the vanishing of the second order derivatives. Figure 4 shows similar graph at tA = 8.0. In both Figs. 3 and 4, one sees that R 2 monotonically increases with l, accordingly the deterioration of the microstructure results in. One realizes that R 2 passes through an inflection point in Fig. 3 when deterioration of the microstructure takes place as shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) . Furthermore, inflection point of R 2 at tA = 8.0 (Fig. 4 ) is attained at a larger l than the case at tA = 0.8 (Fig. 3) . This is because the spatial variation of LRO is less emphasized when the ordered domains have grown up, resulting in the larger volume ratio. Thus, the behavior of R 2 is corresponding to the microstructure change through the loss of LRO gradient, and it can be claimed that Quantitative Evaluation of Phase Field Microstructure Based on the Variational Principlean inflection point is a threshold, above which a main feature of the microstructure is lost.
In the study of Tanaka and Morita, along with R 2 employed in the present study, they provided other parameters to examine the faithfulness of the restored image. One of them is R defined as:
where s i is LRO at a mesh point i, and R indicates a variation of spatial distribution of LRO before and after the averaging procedure, leading to the change of observed volume fraction of the ordered phase. However, R and R 2 are not mutually independent in the present study on the effects of averaging. This is because s ij is related to s i and s j through s ij = (s i ¹ s j )/ ¦l where ¦l is the separation of the nearest neighbor grid points (mesh points). In fact, the behavior of R is also calculated and demonstrated both in Figs. 3 and 4 (circle). One sees that R behaves quite similar manner with R 2 . By noting that R 2 is a measure of the interfacial area while R the volume fraction of the ordered domain, it is natural to conclude that blurring of interface leads to enhanced amount of volume fraction of ordered domain since the disordered phase in the original microstructure is averaged into an ordered structure even with a small order parameter.
Conclusion
In this work, microstructure evolution associated with the order/disorder transformation was calculated based on PFM, then microstructures were averaged by changing the size of the averaged domain. The faithfulness of the reproducibility of microstructure was evaluated by a parameter R 2 which was derived by Tanaka and Morita 1,2) based on variational principle applied to image restoring process. It is found that R 2 monotonically increases with the size of the averaged domain l, and a main feature of the original microstructure is lost when R 2 exceed a threshold value. It is further claimed that we may employ threshold value as a criteria of the averaging procedure inevitable to multiscale calculations.
